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The potential energy surfa e orresponding the omplex resonan e energy of the 2 B1 Feshba h resonan e state of the water anion is onstru ted in its full dimensionality. Complex Kohn variational
s attering al ulations are used to ompute the resonan e width, while large-s ale Con guration
Intera tion al ulations are used to ompute the resonan e energy. Near the equilibrium geometry, an a ompanying ground state potential surfa e is onstru ted from Con guration Intera tion
al ulations that treat orrelation at a level similar to that used in the al ulations on the anion.
I.

INTRODUCTION

At kineti energies of less than about 15 eV, ele tron impa ts with water mole ules are apable of leading to the formation of resonan e states that are disso iative, or to the ex itation of low-lying singlet and
triplet ele troni states, many of whi h are also disso iative. Thus, ollisions of low-energy ele trons with water
an initiate hemi al rea tions involving both radi al and
ioni fragments of the water mole ule. While su h proesses are ertainly interesting on a purely theoreti al
level, they gain additional relevan e through their suspe ted ompli ity in me hanisms of genome damage in
living organisms. In the presen e of ionizing radiation in
the ondensed phase, a shower of low-energy se ondary
ele trons results from essentially all primary ionization
events. Therefore disso iative atta hment and disso iative ex itation of water are andidates to play key roles
in the me hanism of radiation damage to biologi al systems.
In this paper we begin the investigation of disso iative atta hment (DA) through the lowest energy Feshba h resonan e state of the water anion, whi h in the
C2v symmetry of the equilibrium geometry of the water
mole ule has 2 B1 symmetry. Here we address the problem of onstru ting a omplete potential energy surfa e
of this metastable state whi h determines the motion of
the nu lei during the disso iative atta hment pro ess. In
the following arti le, we will investigate the quantum dynami s of disso iative atta hment on this surfa e. That
study will make use of the lo al omplex potential model
for the nu lear dynami s, in whi h the nu lei move on
the omplex potential surfa e
V

= ER

i =2 ;

(1)

where ER and =2 are the real and imaginary parts, respe tively, of the well-de ned omplex resonan e energy
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of the 2 B1 state.
Not surprisingly, negative ion formation has been the
subje t of intense experimental and theoreti al investigation, starting as early as 1930 [1℄. Early experiments
on negative ion formation by ele tron impa t fo used
mainly on the identi ation of the negative ion spe ies
formed, the measurement of the total ross se tions, and
the energy lo ations of the stru tures in the resonan e
pro ess [2℄. Bu hel'nikova [3℄ and S hultz [4℄ established
that the main produ ts of disso iative ele tron atta hment in water are H and O , with the produ tion of
O being mu h smaller than that of H at lower energies, but with O dominating at higher ele tron-impa t
energies.
Compton and Christophorou [5℄ arried out a omprehensive study of negative ion formation in water and
measured the total ross se tions for negative ion produ tion in H2 O. Three resonan e peaks were observed.
H produ tion was observed at approximately 6.5 eV
and 8.6 eV, with the se ond peak mu h less intense than
the rst. O was observed in in reasing intensities in
three peaks at 6.9 eV, 8.9 eV, and 11.4 eV, respe tively,
the rst two appearing at slightly higher energies than
the orresponding H resonan e peaks. Isotopi e e ts
were also measured and dis ussed in detail in this study.
Trends similar to H =H2 O and O =H2 O were observed
for the formation of D and O from D2 O, although
some signi ant di eren es in peak heights and widths
were observed in the ase of the deuterated target.
A series of measurements by Trajmar and Hall [6℄ and
Beli , Laudau, and Hall [7℄ revealed the energy and angular dependen e of H produ tion in disso iative ele tron
atta hment to H2 O. The angular distributions at the
three resonan e peaks were judged to be onsistent with
the assignment of the three resonan es as having 2 B1 ,
2 A , and 2 B symmetries, respe tively. These measure1
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ments also gave detailed information about the vibrational and rotational state distribution of the OH fragments.
Compared with the large number of experimental
measurements, detailed theoreti al work on disso iative
ele tron-water ollisions has been relatively s ar e and
there has been no previous ab initio work on disso iative
ele tron atta hment to water. The pau ity of theoreti-

al work on DA stems from the fa t that, in water, DA
pro eeds, not through tunneling shape resonan es, but
through Feshba h resonan es that involve hanges in the
ele troni stru ture of the target. Early theoreti al work
fo used on the ele troni stru ture [8℄ and on gurationintera tion [9℄ al ulations on various states of H2 O
that are possible resonan es. These al ulations, together with experimental observations, formed the basis
of the assignment of the three Feshba h resonan es that
are responsible for ele tron-impa t disso iation of water
in the gas phase. Contemporary theoreti al work has
in luded ab initio omplex Kohn [10℄ and R-matrix [11℄
al ulations, at the equilibrium nu lear geometry, of the
resonan es and ex itation ross se tions into low-lying
disso iative ele troni states. More re ently, Gor nkiel,
Morgan, and Tennyson [12℄ arried out R-matrix al ulations of disso iative ex itation of water through four
low-lying ex ited states (the 1;3 B1 and 3;1 A1 states). A
limited study of the e e ts of nu lear motion were inluded in that work by in reasing one of the OH bonds
while keeping the equilibrium HOH bond angle and the
other OH bond length onstant. The only theoreti al
work on the dynami al aspe ts of disso iative ele tron
atta hment to water are earlier lassi al traje tory analyses based on either repulsive [13℄ or attra tive [14℄ model
resona e surfa es.
This paper des ribes the onstru tion of the omplex
potential energy surfa e of the rst disso iative atta hment resonan e, the 2 B1 state near 6.5 eV, in its full
dimensionality. A potential energy surfa e for the neutral mole ule is also onstru ted at a orresponding level
of theory. The imaginary part of the potential surfa e
in Eq.(1) is onstru ted from al ulations using the omplex Kohn variational method [15, 16℄, while the real part
of the potential surfa e, ER in Eq.(1), is onstru ted
from large-s ale on guration-intera tion (CI) al ulations. Within the lo al omplex potential approximation [17{19℄, the omplex anion surfa e and the groundstate target surfa e are suÆ ient to des ribe the full dynami s of the disso iative atta hment pro ess via the 2 B1
resonan e.
We will refer to several di erent oordinate systems in
this paper. These are illustrated in Fig. 1. The valen ebond oordinate system is omprised of the OH bond
lengths, r1 and r2 , and the H-O-H bond angle, . There
are also two di erent Ja obi oordinate systems; one inorporates an OH bond length, r, the distan e between
that OH enter of mass and the other H, denoted R, and
the angle between the r and R ve tors, alled , su h that
= 0 indi ates a ollinear H-H-O geometry. The other
denotes the H-H separation by r, the distan e between
the O and the H2 enter of mass by R, and the angle
~ by . Finally, the triangular oordinate
between ~r and R
system is omprised of the three internu lear separations
r1 , r2 , and rHH .
A subsequent paper will present the results of a study
of the full quantum dynami s of the disso iative atta hment pro ess on this omplex potential surfa e, whi h has
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FIG. 1: Coordinate systems to whi h we refer in this paper.
(a) Ja obi (r = rOH ); (b) Ja obi (r = rHH ); ( ) valen e-bond;
(d) triangular.

been arried out using a time-dependent version of the loal omplex potential approximation for nu lear motion
of the anion. That paper will des ribe the use of the Multi on guration Time-Dependent Hartree method [20{22℄
for nu lear dynami s to ompute ross se tions and vibrational and rotational state distributions of the produ ts.
II.

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND
ELECTRONIC STATES OF

H2 O

Near equilibrium geometry (r1 = 1:81 bohr, r2 = 1:81
bohr,  = 104:5Æ), the ground state of H2 O is well
des ribed by a self- onsistent eld (SCF) wave fun tion. The SCF orbitals, in order of in reasing energy,
are labeled f1a1; 2a1 ; 1b2; 3a1; 1b1 g in C2v symmetry or
f1a0; 2a0; 3a0; 4a0; 1a00 g in Cs symmetry. The 1b2 and 3a1
orbitals are the main bonding orbitals, while the 1b1 orbital is nonbonding and ontains the oxygen lone-pair
ele trons, perpendi ular to the mole ular plane. Important uno upied orbitals in lude the 4a1 (5a00 ) orbital,
whi h is the antibonding ounterpart to the 3a1 orbital,
and the 2b2 (6a00) orbital.
There are six low-lying disso iative ele troni states of
water -1;3B1 , 1;3 A1 , and 1;3 B2 - whi h, near equilibrium
geometry, are well des ribed by promoting an o upied
1b1 ; 3a1, or 1b2 ele tron into the anti-bonding 4a1 orbital.
These states are the parents of three doubly ex ited anion
states with on gurations 1b14a21 , 3a14a21, and 1b2 4a21,
orresponding to the three main disso iative atta hment
peaks. In addition, there are also 3;1 A2 ex ited states in
this energy range, of predominantly Rydberg hara ter,
obtained by promoting a 1b1 ele tron into the uno upied
2b2 orbital.
The lowest anion state, the 2 B1 state, is a Feshba h
resonan e whi h be omes an ele troni ally bound state
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as the mole ule disso iates and the anion energy drops
below the neutral ground state energy. In the region of
the potential surfa e where the 2 B1 state is a resonan e it
is quite narrow and nearly parallels the 3 B1 state, whi h
is its parent.
In the asymptoti regions, the 2 B1 state orrelates with
either OH(2 ) + H (1 S) or H2 (1 ) + O (2 P). The third
arrangement hannel, H(2 S) + OH (1 ), whi h has been
observed at ea h of the resonan e peaks, is not a dire t
produ t of disso iative atta hment on the 2 B1 resonan e
surfa e [23℄ and is in fa t ex luded by symmetry as long
as oupling to other surfa es is omitted.
III.

CALCULATION OF THE RESONANCE
ENERGY AND WIDTH

There are two qualitatively di erent regions of nu lear
geometry in a disso iative atta hment problem: the region near the equilibrium geometry of the neutral within
whi h the anion is a resonan e, and the asymptoti region
in whi h the resonan e be omes bound. In the resonan e
region, the anion has a nite width or inverse lifetime,
whi h an be evaluated either by a dire t method using \Fermi's Golden Rule," or by analyzing the results
of a xed-nu lei s attering al ulation. In the bound region, the anion an be des ribed using modern ele troni
stru ture te hniques, e.g., a on guration-intera tion alulation.
Be ause the 2 B1 resonan e is so narrow (  0:006 eV
at the equilibrium geometry of water), one an, in pra ti e, use CI te hniques to evaluate the real part of the 2 B1
surfa e at all geometries of interest. This strategy allows
one to evaluate the real part of the resonan e surfa e from
large-s ale CI expansions that would be impossible to use
in any pra ti al s attering al ulation. Fixed-nu lei s attering al ulations, using the omplex Kohn variational
method, were arried out, but over a more limited set
of geometries near the equilibrium position of the target,
for the purpose of obtaining the imaginary part of the
resonan e energies.
In the following se tions we will des ribe the two types
of al ulations we performed to onstru t the entire omplex potential surfa e for the 2 B1 state, turning rst
to the ele tron-mole ule s attering al ulations ne essary
for omputing the width.
A.

The

omplex Kohn variational method

The omplex Kohn variational method makes use of a
trial wave fun tion that is expanded in terms of squareintegrable (Cartesian Gaussian) and ontinuum basis
fun tions that in orporate the orre t asymptoti boundary onditions. Detailed des riptions of the method have
been given elsewhere (see, for instan e, refs. [15, 16℄),
so here we will limit ourselves to a very brief summary

to establish the terminology we will use to des ribe our
numeri al al ulations.
The physi s of a al ulation using the omplex Kohn
variational method is exhibited in the trial fun tion,
whi h, for a target ontaining N ele trons, has the form
(+)
0

=

X

+

A

X



h

 (r1 :::rN )F (+)
; 0 (rN +1 )

i

(2)

d0  (r1 :::rN +1 ) :

The rst sum in Eq. (2) is over target states expli itly
in luded in a lose- oupling expansion, whi h may be
energeti ally open or losed, and for whi h  (r1 :::rN )
denotes the orresponding ele troni state of the target
mole ule. The antisymmetrizer is denoted by A, and the
s attering orbital ( hannel eigenfun tion) asso iated with
hannel is
X
(+)
; 0
F ; 0 (r) =
i 'i (r)

i

+

X

l;m

[fl;m (k r)Æl;l0 Æm;m0 Æ

;

0

(3)

i

(+)
0
+ Tl;l;0 ;m;m
g (k r) Yl;m (^r)=r
0 l;m

for in oming boundary onditions in hannel 0 . In
Eq. (3) 'i denotes a Gaussian mole ular orbital, and
(+)
fl;m (k r) and gl;m
(k r) denote ontinuum fun tions
whi h are regular at the origin and whose asymptoti
forms orrespond to Ri atti-Bessel and outgoing Ri attiHankel fun tions, respe tively:

(+)
gl;m (k r)

p

! j (k
r!1 l

r)= k

! h(+) (k
r!1 l

r)= k

fl;m (k r)

p

(4)
:

(5)

With ea h of these ontinuum fun tions is asso iated a
hannel momentum, k
k 2 =2 = E

E

(6)

:

The se ond sum in Eq.(2) is over square integrable
(N+1)-ele tron terms ( on guration state fun tions) onstru ted from Gaussian mole ular orbitals and in orporates orrelation e e ts not des ribed by the loseoupling expansion of the rst sum. For onvenien e we
refer to the (N+1)-ele tron on gurations,  , in the se ond sum as the \Q-spa e" and to the square-integrable
(N+1)-ele tron on gurations involving target on gurations and the orbitals 'i generated by the antisymmetrizer in the rst sum as the \P-spa e" of the al ulation.
Inserting the trial wave fun tion into the variational
prin iple
Ts ;

0

= Tt ;

0

2

Z

( )

(H E )

(+)
0

dr1 :::drN +1

(7)
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yields a set of linear equations for the oeÆ ients i ; 0 ,
d0 , and the T-matrix, whose elements are denoted as
0
. The ross se tions an be onstru ted from the
Tl;l;0 ;m;m
0
T-matrix, and in the present ase the width and position
of the 2 B1 resonan e are extra ted from its eigenphases.
A des ription of a omplex Kohn al ulation therefore requires the spe i ation of the approximate target
states  , the orrelating on gurations  , and, for the
expansion of the hannel eigenfun tions, the Gaussian
mole ular orbitals 'i and the l; m pairs in luded in the
asymptoti partial wave expansion.
B.

Target states and basis set of the
variational

omplex Kohn

al ulations

The square integrable portion of the basis used to onstru t the Kohn trial fun tion onsisted of the Gaussian
basis set of Gil et al. [10℄, augmented with additional diffuse orbitals. On the oxygen, we added an s fun tion
with exponent 0.0316 and a p fun tion with exponent
0.0254; on ea h of the hydrogens, we added s fun tions
with exponents 0.08 and 0.0333, and p fun tions with exponents 0.2 and 0.05. With these additions, our basis set
in luded a total of 77 fun tions.
The orbital spa e spanned by this basis set was
divided into sets of \target orbitals" and \s attering orbitals."
The target orbitals were the set
f1a1; 2a1; 1b2 ; 3a1; 1b1 ; 4a1; 2b2 ; 5a1g, whi h were obtained from natural orbital al ulations on the ground
state and on the resonan e, as des ribed below. The
s attering orbitals were the orthogonal omplement of
the target orbitals.
At ea h geometry, the rst ve target orbitals were
obtained from a multi-referen e plus all single ex itations on guration-intera tion al ulation on the neutral
ground state. The orbital basis for these al ulations onsisted of the ve o upied SCF orbitals along with a set of
\improved virtual orbitals" al ulated in the eld of the
(N-1)-ele tron Hamiltonian obtained by singly o upying the highest o upied mole ular orbital. (This orbital
was almost always the 1b1 / 1a00 orbital.) We performed
omplete a tive spa e (CAS) CI al ulations in this basis, doubly o upying the 1a1 orbital and distributing the
eight remaining ele trons over all possible on gurations
that ould be generated from the set of a tve orbitals
f2a1; 1b2 ; 3a1; 1b1; 4a1 ; 2b2g. We also in luded all single ex itations obtained by pla ing seven ele trons in the
a tive spa e and the remaining ele tron in an IVO orbital. This generated a CI expansion of 15,000 terms.
The rst ve \target" orbitals used in the omplex Kohn
trial fun tion were the natural orbitals obtained by diagonalizing the ground state density matrix from this CI
al ulation.
We then performed similar al ulations for the anion
state, beginning with a set of o upied orbitals from a
symmetry-restri ted SCF al ulation on the 2 B1 resonan e state. We arried out a CI al ulation in 2 B1

TABLE I: H2 O target energies at equilibrium geometry. Complex Kohn values are ompared with results of van Harrevelt
and van Hemert [24℄. Energies from this work are al ulated
at r1 = r2 = 1:81 bohr,  = 105Æ . Energies from Ref. [24℄
were al ulated at r1 = r2 = 1:8 bohr,  = 104:5Æ .
State Energy (hartree) Ex itation Energy (ele tron volts)
1

A1
3
B1
1
B1
3
A2
1
A2
3
A1
1
A1

omplex Kohn
-76.0581
-75.7795
-75.7666
-75.7086
-75.7049
-75.6933
-75.6710

omplex Kohn
0.0
7.582
7.932
9.511
9.611
9.926
10.534

Ref. [24℄
0.0
7.63
9.60
9.95

symmetry, keeping the 1a212a21 1b223a21 1b11 o upan y of
the ve inner orbitals xed, and allowing two ele trons to o upy any of the remaining a1 and/or b2
orbitals. The 4a1, 2b2 and 5a1 orbitals were obtained by diagonalizing the density matrix of the lowest energy root. We found that we ould improve this
set of natural orbitals via an iterative s heme where
ea h iteration onsisted of a symmetry-restri ted, multireferen e plus all singles CI al ulation where the referen e spa e was obtained by distributing eleven ele trons over the f1a1; 2a1; 1b2 ; 3a1; 1b1 ; 4a1; 2b2 ; 5a1g natural orbitals, with the onstraint that the 1a1 and 1b1
orbitals be doubly and singly o upied, respe tively, in
ea h on guration. The size of the on guration spa e
for these last al ulations was 13000 in C2v symmetry
and 25000 in Cs symmetry. Four iterations were performed.
The nal set of eight target orbitals used in the omplex Kohn trial funn tion onsisted of the ve natural orbitals with the highest o upation numbers { invariably,
the orbitals f1a1; 2a1; 2b2 ; 3a1; 1b1 g { from the neutral
ground state al ulations, ombined with the 4a1 , 2b2 ,
and 5a1 natural orbitals from the anion al ulations, the
latter S hmidt orthogonalized to the former. The remaining uno upied orbitals { the s attering orbitals, 'i
in Eq. (3) { were also taken from the anion al ulations
and S hmidt orthogonalized to the ve natural orbitals
from the ground state al ulations.
Seven states  were expli itly in luded in the Pspa e portion of the Kohn trial fun tion in Eq.(2).
These states were de ned as the roots of a omplete
a tive spa e CI within the spa e of the target orbitals
f2a1; 1b2; 3a1 ; 1b1; 4a1; 2b2 ; 5a1g, with the 1a1 orbital always doubly o upied. For energeti ally losed hannels,
only L2 fun tions 'i were in luded in the expansion of
(+)
F ; 0 in Eq.(3). At ea h nu lear geometry, the seven target states with the lowest energy were hosen. Near the
equilibrium geometry, this in luded the 1 A1 ground state
and the 1;3 B1 ,1;3 A2 , and 1;3 A1 ex ited states. The target
energies at the equilibrium geometry of water are listed
in Table I.
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resonan e that lies lose to { and generally below { its
3 B parent state. At several geometries, however, the
1
resonan e pole appeared slightly ( .1 eV) above its 3 B1
parent state. Unfortunately, we were unable to reliably
perform the Kohn al ulation at energies lose enough
to threshold to get meaningful Breit-Wigner ts in these
ases. The imaginary part of our interpolated resonan e
surfa e was therefore onstru ted under the assumption
that the 2 B1 resonan e always lies below its parent. We
will have more to say about this below.

3.00

Eigenphase sum

2.50
2.00
r2=1.51

1.50

r2=1.81
r2=1.66

r2=1.96

1.00
0.50
0.00
-0.50
-0.25

-0.20

-0.15
-0.10
eV below 3B1 parent

-0.05

0.00

FIG. 2: Eigenphase sums, in radians. r1 is xed at 1.81,  at
105Æ , and r2 is varied. Distan es in bohr.

The Q-spa e terms  were omprised of all on gurations that ould be generated by pla ing eleven ele trons
within the spa e of target orbitals, subje t to the onstraint that the 1a1 orbital be doubly o upied. These soalled \penetration" terms ontain the dominant on gurations that des ribe the Feshba h resonan es, as well as
terms that relax any onstraints imposed on the hannel
eigenfun tions that arise from the orthogonality among
the s attering orbitals, ontinuum orbitals, and target
orbitals [15℄.
The expansion of the ontinuum fun tions F (+)
; 0 in
Eq.(3) in luded Yl;m 's spanning the range l = 0 to 4,
with all values of m in luded for ea h target state onsistent with overall 2 B1 or A00 symmetry.
C.

Cal ulation of the resonan e widths

The omplex Kohn al ulations were performed over a
grid in valen e oordinates on whi h the OH bond lengths
took on values r =f1.51, 1.81, 2.11, 2.41, 2.71, 3.01, 3.61
bohrg and the angles were  =f15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90,
105, 120, 135, 150, 165Æg. Geometries at  =f15, 30g
whi h are energeti ally ina essible to the disso iative
atta hment pro ess were not in luded.
To fa ilitate lo ating the resonan e position at ea h
geometry, we rst diagonalized the energy-independent
portion of the Kohn Hamiltonian, onstru ted from
square-integrable basis fun tions, and inspe ted the lowlying eigenvalues and eigenve tors to lo ate the resonan e
root. The full s attering al ulation was then performed
at ten energies around the resonan e lo ation and the
orresponding eigenphase sums were tabulated and tted to a Briet-Wigner form with a linear ba kground to
extra t the resonan e positions and widths. Eigenphase
sums for several representative geometries are shown in
Fig. 2.
The omplex Kohn al ulations produ e a narrow 2 B1

D.

CI

al ulation for real part of resonan e surfa e

In the asymptoti regions where the anion is ele troni ally bound, we an use ele troni stru ture methods to
ompute the anion potential surfa e. As we stated earlier, the resonan e widths are so narrow in this ase that
we an use these same te hniques at all geometries of interest. This strategy allows us to use large-s ale CI te hniques to ompute the real part of the resonan e surfa e
at all geometries. It also spares us the diÆ ulties that
would be en ountered in trying to mat h the energy surfa e obtained from s attering qal ulations in one region
with the asymptoti portions of the surfa e obtained by
a di erent method.
The real part of the resonan e surfa e was approximated by large-s ale, multi-referen e on gurationintera tion al ulations with single and double ex itations. For these al ulations, we used the augmented,
orrelation- onsistent, polarized valen e triple-zeta basis
set developed by Dunning and oworkers [25℄. Mole ular orbitals were rst obtained via a symmetry-restri ted
SCF al ulation on the 2 B1 resonan e. The CI referen e
spa e in luded the 1b2 , 3a1, 1b1 , 4a1, 5a1, and 2b2 orbitals in C2v symmetries, whi h orrespond to 3a0 , 4a0,
1a00, 5a0 , 6a0 and 7a0 orbitals in Cs symmetries. The 4
ele trons o uping the 1a1 and 2a1 orbitals, whi h are
omprised of mainly the oxygen 1s and 2s orbitals, were
xed with double o upation and not orrelated in these
al ulations. The 1b2 and 3a1 orbitals des ribe the two
OH bonds, while the 1b1 orbital is a non-bonding orbital
that des ribes the oxygen lone pair. The 4a1 (5a0 ) orbital,
whi h is the resonan e orbital near equilibrium geometry,
be omes the 1s orbital of the H anion in the OH + H
arrangement. In lusion of the 2b2 and 5a1 orbitals is important for des ribing orrelation e e ts in the resonant
state and permits the proper disso iation of the mole ule.
Con gurations orresponding to all possible distributions
of 7 ele trons in the CI referen e spa e were in luded in
the CI Hamiltonian along with all single and double exitations from that referen e spa e. The total number of
on gurations in these al ulations was 900,000.
For this al ulation, we de ned a full grid of r1 , r2 =
f1.45, 1.55, 1.65, 1.75, 1.85, 1.95, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8,
3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 5.0, 5.2, 5.6,
5.8, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0 bohrg, =f1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22,
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FIG. 3: B1 resonan e and B1 neutral energies, from CI
al ulations, along the ut in valen e-bond oordinates with
r1 = 1:81 and  = 1050 : resonan e energy (solid urve), neutral energy (dashed urve).

24, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 85, 100, 120,
140, 160, 175 degreesg. This 33  33  37 grid in ludes
40293 points. But of these, on only 6025 appropriately
hosen points were the CI al ulations performed; as des ribed below, the energies at the remainder were de ned
by interpolation among the al ulated points. For none
of the 6025 points did the resonan e lo ation ex eed an
absolute value of -75.8 hartree.
The CI al ulations, just like the omplex Kohn al ulations, showed that for ertain geometries the resonan e
state lies energeti ally slightly above its neutral parent.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3. This was generally found
to o ur at geometries where one OH bond distan e was
lose to its equilibrium value and the other was stret hed
by 1-2 bohr. These are geometries where H begins to
overlap OH and it be omes diÆ ult to maintain a onsistent des ription of orrelation in the neutral and anion
states. It is also possible that we are looking at small
basis set superposition errors at these geometries. In any
ase, we believe this is unlikely to be a physi ally orre t
result and therefore, as we observed above, the imaginary part of our interpolated resonan e surfa e was onstru ted under the assumption that the 2 B1 resonan e
always lies below its parent. This issue will prove to be
important in the dis ussion of experimentally observed
isotope e e ts presented in the subsequent paper.
E.

CI

1.8

al ulation for the ground state potential
surfa e

For the al ulation of the neutral potential surfa e, we
followed a pres ription similar to that used in generating
the resonan e surfa e. The number of orbitals used to
de ne the a tive spa e was the same, with the di eren e

2.2
r1

2.6

3.0

FIG. 4: Cal ulated ground state potential surfa e for  =
104:50 with ontours every 0.25 eV. Bond lengths in bohr.

that six, not seven, ele trons o upy the referen e spa e
of 1b2 ; 3a1; 1b1 ; 4a1; 5a1 and 2b2 orbitals.
For the neutral, the full grid was spe i ed by r1 , r2 =
f1.55, 1.6, 1.65, 1.7, 1.72, 1.74, 1.76, 1.78, 1.8098, 1.82,
1.84, 1.86, 1.88, 1.9, 1.92, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0 bohrg,
and =f20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 175 degreesg.
The CI al ulation was performed on ea h point on this
grid.
The neutral surfa e was represented by a threedimensional ubi spline t using the full grid of points
obtained from the CI al ulation des ribed above. It is
onvenient to have a representation of the potential far
into the lassi ally forbidden region, and to that end the
potential was extrapolated beyond the end of the omputed grid using a quadrati representation. The ground
state potential surfa e is shown in Fig.4. This potential
surfa e yields energies for the rst few bound rovibrational states in good agreement with the spe tros opially a urate surfa e of Polyansky et al. [26℄

IV.

FITTING THE RESONANCE POTENTIAL
ENERGY SURFACE

A.

Real part of the resonan e energy

To onstru t a omplete representation of the real part
of the resonan e surfa e, a referen e potential was rst
subtra ted from the omputed points and the remainder
was t with three-dimensional ubi splines. The referen e potential is a sum of two-body terms onsisting
of three Morse potentials in the rOH and rHH oordinates. The referen e potential plus the splined residual
omprises the global t of the surfa e whi h oin ides
exa tly with the al ulated points.
The Morse potentials were optimized for the asymptoti regions, one for ea h atom-diatom arrangement.

7
Thus,
V (r1 ; r2 ; ) =VS (r1 ; r2 ; )+
VOH (r1 ) + VOH (r2 ) + VHH (rHH )

10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0 R
6.0
5.0
4.0

(8)

in whi h VS is the splined residual, and rHH is a fun tion
of the other three oordinates. The OH Morse potential was obtained by tting the 124 most exterior points,
yielding the tted fun tion (in atomi units)
VOH (r) = 0:1534(1

exp(1:344(1:809 r)))2

1.0

exp(1:098(1:406 r)))2

1.8

2.2

with rms error 0.0029. These ts are ertainly not spe tros opi { there are three-body intera tions still present
for many geometries at the exterior of our grid, and the
ts above only represent the best two-body ts to the
exterior regions of the full three-body potential.
The di eren e between the referen e potential and the
al ulated values is therefore a ombination of small orre tions to the three two-body intera tion potentials,
plus the entire three-body intera tion potential. This
di eren e is the quantity whi h was t with ubi splines
to obtain VS (r1 ; r2 ; ) above.
The splining pro eedure was performed in the valen ebond oordinate system using the al ulated CI points.
Sin e we did not al ulate the full grid of points, a multistep splining pro eedure was required. First, a series of
one-dimensional splines, in the  dire tion and then along
the r1 and r2 dire tions, was performed to obtain the
surfa e at the remaining grid points. Se ond, the full grid
of points thus onstru ted was t to three-dimensional
ubi splines.
Fig. 5 illustrates how the ombination of an analyti al referen e potential and a splined residual produ es
a better representation of the full potential surfa e than
what would be obtained with a dire t three-dimensional
spline t of the al ulated points. That advantage is parti ularly important in the H2 + O arrangement. The
exiting well in this arrangement lies diagonally in the
valen e-bond oordinate system upon whi h our grid of
al ulated points is based. Our grid is also sparse in this
asymptoti region. Thus, obtaining a reliable t from
a spline pro eedure alone would be impossible. This is
be ause the H2 + O potential energy surfa e { and in
parti ular, the highly repulsive part at small H-H separations { is not easily des ribed by the third-degree polynomials omprising the spline fun tions. To illustrate,
onsider the geometries (1) fr1 = 7; r2 = 7;  = 1Æ g and
(2) fr1 = 7; r2 = 8;  = 1Æ g, whi h are adja ent in our
grid of points. Point (1) is high upon the repulsive wall
of the H-H potential, whereas point (2) is loser to the
H-H equilibrium separation. A pure spline would represent the behavior of the potential between these two

1.4

1.8

2.2

r
10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0 R
6.0
5.0
4.0

(9)

(10)

1.0

r

with rms error 0.0032. The HH Morse potential was t
using 69 points at large H2 + O separations whi h simultaneously satis ed the onditions that r1 ; r2 > 8 and
rHH < 4, yielding
VHH (r) = 0:1827(1

1.4
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8.0
7.0 R
6.0
5.0
4.0

1.0

1.4
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FIG. 5: H-H potential energy well in Ja obi (r = rHH ) oordinates, at = 0 (left) and = 90Æ (right). The top panels
represent a dire t splined t of the full surfa e; the bottom
panels ombine a referen e two-body potential with a splined
t of the residual. Distan es (r and R) in bohr; ontours every
0.25eV.

points with a third-degree polynomial, whi h is a poor
substitute for the behavior of the true potential (whi h
is better approximated by an exponential or by 1=r12 ).
The improvement gained by subtra ting the analyti referen e potential before tting with splines is substantial,
as shown in Fig. 5.
Even with the improvement a orded by this te hnique,
however, the H2 + O well is not represented with suÆient a ura y to a ord reliable rotational or vibrational
analyses for this rearrangement hannel. Irregularities of
approximately 0.25eV persist at linear O-H-H geometry.
Fortunately, these irregularities are far removed from the
H + OH well and therefore do not a e t dynami s leading to that arrangement.
B.

The width of the resonan e

The al ulated values of the width were tabulated and
the square root of the width was then t in the valen ebond oordinate system to a basis set expansion of 60
symmetrized Gaussian fun tions of the form,

k=2
ijk (r1 ; r2 ; ) = (1 + Pij ) (r1 = i )2 + (r2 = j )2


exp (r1 = i )2 (r2 = j )2 os(k) ;

(11)

where Pij is an operator whi h permutes indi es i and
The oeÆ ients i are f1:2; 1:4; 1:6; 1:8; 2:0g and the
integer k runs from 0 to 3 in lusive. This basis set was
used in a least-squares t of the square root of the width
using the method of singular value de omposition [27℄.
The rank of the singular value de omposition matrix was
25 and the root-mean-square error of the width fun tion
thereby onstru ted was 0.00075eV. In Fig.6 we show
j.
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FIG. 6: Fitted width fun tion in valen e-bond oordinates at  = 105 degrees; r2 = 1:81 bohr; and in C2v geometry.  in
radians; r1 and r2 in bohr; ontours every 0.0005eV.

three uts of our tted width fun tion in valen e bond
oordinates.
The interested reader an a ess the data les and omputer odes needed to generate the omplex resonan e
energy at any desired geometry. These ele troni les
an be retrieved from the EPAPS ar hive [28℄.
Comparison with other

al ulations

Gor nkiel, Morgan and Tennyson [12℄ have performed
R-matrix al ulations on one portion of this potential
surfa e. They xed one OH distan e and the bond angle to be those of the ground state of water, and treated
disso iation in one dimension along the other OH distan e, r2 in our notation. In Fig. 7 we ompare our
al ulated widths and our t of them with those of the
R-matrix al ulation. Our widths are uniformly larger
than those of the R-matrix al ulation. The behavior of
the widths from our al ulation is similar to that from the
R-matrix al ulation in that both show a maximum or
a plateau around equilbrium ground-state neutral H2 O
geometry, though the R-matrix values fall o somewhat
more qui kly with in reasing r2 .
In Fig. 8 we ompare the real part of the resonan e
potential energy surfa e al ulated in the CI al ulations
des ribed above with the R-matrix al ulations of referen e [12℄. In this gure the resonan e energies are shown
relative to the energy of the ground state at equilibrium
geometry in the orresponding al ulation. Our CI alulations agree very well, both in shape and magnitude,
with the R-matrix results for values of r2 inward of the
equilibrium value. For larger values of r2 the CI potential
surfa e is atter in this ut than is the R-matrix surfa e.
Fig. 8 also shows the resonan e energy from the omplex Kohn al ulations. In this one-dimensional ut of
the full potential surfa e one an see that in the vi inity of the equilibrium geometry its shape is similar to
that of the CI al ulation, but its behavior for large r2
di ers. The large-s ale CI al ulations should be signi antly more reliable in this limit be ause they have been
designed to treat the disso iative limits orre tly.
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FIG. 7: Cal ulated width values (solid squares) and tted
width fun tion (dark solid line) along the ut in valen e-bond
oordinates with r1 = 1:81 bohr and  = 1050 together with
values from Gor nkiel et al. [12℄ at  = 104:50 (light solid
line). r2 in bohr.

Fig. 9 ompares the resonan e energies from the omplex Kohn and CI al ulations at geometries where the
OH bond distan es are held xed and the HOH bond angle is varied. On e again the shapes of the two urves
are found to be very similar.
V.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SURFACE

Several qualitative remarks about the expe ted shape
of the 2 B1 resonan e surfa e may be helpful before we des ribe the spe i features of the potential energy surfa e
we have onstru ted in these al ulations.
First, the 2 B1 state is formed by the promotion of an
ele tron from a nonbonding orbital to an antibonding orbital and the apture of a ontinuum ele tron into the
same antibonding orbital. Thus, a super ial hara terization of this state would indi ate a bond order of 1,
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FIG. 8: Resonan e energy along the ut in valen e-bond oordinates with r1 = 1:81 bohr and  = 1050 : omplex Kohn
al ulations (solid dots onne ted by hained urve), present
CI al ulations (dark solid line) and al ulations of Gor nkiel
0
et al. [12℄ at  = 104:5 (dotted line). r2 in bohr.
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FIG. 9: Resonan e energy as a fun tion of  with r1 and
r2 xed at 1.81 bohr: omplex Kohn al ulations (dots onne ted by hained urve), present CI al ulations (solid line).

and therefore an overall disso iative shape of the potential energy surfa e near equilibrium ground-state H2 O
geometry.
A se ond elementary expe tation is that the anion surfa e should vary less with bending angle than does the
ground state surfa e. The splitting of the energies of the
3a1 and 4a1 orbitals is enhan ed by the s p hybridization a orded by bent geometries; that e e t is one explanation of the origin of the mole ule's bent equilibrium
geometry, as H2 O in its ground state has two ele trons in
the 3a1 but none in the 4a1 orbital. In the 2 B1 state both

3a1 and 4a1 orbitals are doubly o upied. As the bending
angle is in reased from its equilibrium value, the in rease
in the 3a1 orbital energy is a ompanied by a de rease in
the 4a1 orbital energy and the 2 B1 state is thus expe ted
to have a potential energy surfa e whi h is relatively at
with bending angle.
The entire potential surfa e is surveyed in Fig. 10 in
valen e bond oordinates. Cuts are given that vary in
the bond angle, , from 0Æ to 180Æ. From these uts we
an see some of the expe ted features. O + H2 is visible
in the ut at  = 0Æ as two narrow hannels for whi h
jr1 r2 j = 1:4 bohr. In the valen e-bond oordinate
system, this hannel has the shape of a tube, a higher
part of whi h an be seen in the next ut at  = 15Æ.
As the bond angle is in reased we see more learly the
wells orresponding to the arrangement OH + H . As
an be seen in the top panel of the right olumn of Fig.
10, at the equilibrium geometry of neutral H2 O the gradient of the surfa e is quite steep in the symmetri stret h
dire tion. At  = 104:5Æ, the surfa e posesses a saddle
point at r1 = r2  2:1, and then in reases in energy
as the symmetri stret h oordinate is further in reased.
On either side of this saddle, the OH + H wells form
qui kly and the gradient in the r1 or r2 dire tion is large.
Relative to its rapid variation in r1 or r2 , the variation
of the surfa e with respe t to  is generally small in the
vi inity of the equilibrium geometry of the neutral.
Although it does not a e t the disso iation dynami s be ause autodeta hment is negligible immediately beyond the Fran k-Condon region, it is nevertheless interesting to see where the resonan e state be omes ele troni ally bound, ie. where it rosses the ground-state surfa e
of neutral water. To lo ate these rossings, whi h lie well
outside the range of geometries where we needed to ompute the neutral target surfa e, we used the spe tros opially a urate potential energy surfa e of water omputed
by Polyansky, Jensen and Tennyson [26℄, shifted to oin ide with the minimum of our al ulated CI surfa e.
The points at whi h the resonan e and neutral surfa es
ross are plotted in Fig.10. Sin e the surfa e of Polyansky et al. is a spe tros opi t and thus not expe ted to
represent the disso iative limits orre tly, the rossings
depi ted in Fig. 10 should be onsidered to be estimates,
espe ially for uts su h as that at =105 degrees, in whi h
the rossing o urs at relatively large bond lengths.
Although Fig. 10 in prin iple gives a omplete view
of the surfa e, some features are easier to see in other
oordinate systems. For example, the O + H2 hannel
is more easily seen in the triangular oordinates used in
Fig. 11 and sket hed in Fig. 1. There is a lo al C2v minimum on the surfa e in linear geometry at r1 = r2  2:4,
whi h an be found in the upper left part of Fig. 11
on the boundary line that denotes linear on gurations.
In a time-dependent view of the disso iative atta hment
dynami s, whi h we will use in the following paper, the
initial wave pa ket starts out with hrHH i = 2:91 and
hrOH i = 1:83. This geometry pla es it a signi ant distan e away from the H2 + O well, as an be seen in
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Fig. 11 . In the ut in this gure, the H2 + O well
appears disso iative throughout. However, as C2v geometry is broken, there develops a very weak, broad global
minimum of the surfa e in the H2 + O well at r1  5:5,
r2  4,  = 0Æ . This well an be interpreted as a polarizable H2 bound to the O .
The Feshba h resonan es relevant to disso iative atta hment in water an be hara terized as an extra ele tron weakly bound to the orresponding parent states.
Thus, at least in the region where this state is a resonan e, we expe t the shape of the 2 B1 potential energy
surfa e to losely parallel that of its parent 3 B1 state.
In the asymptoti region, where the resonan e be omes
bound, the ele troni energy of the resonan e drops signi antly below that of its parent as the ele tron aÆnity
of the fragments is re overed.
The potential surfa e of the 3 B1 neutral state is itself similar to that of the 1 B1 state. The latter is responsible for the photodisso iation of water in its rst
absorption band, whi h has been alled \the most studied triatomi photo hemi al rea tion" [29℄. Numerous
al ulations have been performed on this state, and it
is illuminating to ompare its potential surfa e with the
present resonan e surfa e.
For instan e, van Harrevelt and van Hemert [24℄ have
onstru ted and used a potential energy surfa e for the
1 B state. They nd a minimum in the symmetri stret h
1
dire tion near r1 = r2 = 2:05 bohr for  = 105Æ. In the
r1 or r2 dire tions, their potential is steeply disso iative
at neutral H2 O equilibrium geometry, attening out by
approximtely r1 = 5 bohr. Their surfa e is reasonably
at in , although they nd a minimum in the 1 B1 potential near  = 105Æ for r1 = r2 = 1:8 bohr, whi h
is approximately 0.8eV lower than the energy at linear
H-O-H geometry at those bond lengths.
Some parallels with the 1 B1 state an be seen in the ut
of the 2 B1 surfa e shown in Fig. 12. We an see that the
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FIG. 12: Real part of the surfa e in Ja obi (r = rOH ) oordinates at r = 1:81. R in bohr; in radians; ontours every
0.25eV.

surfa e is relatively at in the Ja obi angle, , though it
favors a bent geometry at small bond lengths and a linear
geometry at larger bond lengths. Interestingly, at r1 =
r2 = 1:8 bohr, the di eren e between the minimum in
energy at 105Æ and the energy at linear H-O-H geometry
is 0.807eV, very similar to that al ulated for the 1 B1
state of neutral water in ref. [24℄.
The relative a essibility of the H2 + O and OH + H
wells from equilibrium H2 O geometry is relevant to the
bran hing ratios for this disso iative atta hment pro ess.
While the H2 + O exit well in ludes the lowest points
on the potential energy surfa e, it is not as immediately
a essible from ground-state equilibrium geometry as is
the OH + H well. The steepest des ent path of the potential energy surfa e does in fa t lead from equilibrium
geometry into the O + H2 well, but it does so only by
rst stret hing one OH bond from equilibrium geometry
to approximately r = 4, and then tra ing a wide ar to
= 0 a ross a relatively at region of the potential energy surfa e, near the ut shown in Ja obi oordinates in
Fig. 12. The most dire t route to this well pro eeds without breaking C2v symmetry along the ut in Fig. 11, but
in doing so moves almost perpendi ular to the steepest
des ent path. In our dynami al studies we will see that a
wave pa ket originally lo ated at the equilibrium geometry has a strong tenden y to bifur ate into the steeply
disso iative H + OH wells. Thus it is the shape of the
potential surfa e and not the overall energeti s that ontrols the bran hing ratio into the two possible arrangement hannels for disso iative atta hment through this
resonan e.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

We have al ulated the potential energy surfa es ne essary for a des ription of disso iative eletron atta hment
to H2 O. In an a ompanying arti le we examine the nulear dynami s on this surfa e in an e ort to obtain the
disso iative atta hment ross se tion.
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